Direction to the Conference Venue
(The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Teaching
Building at Chak Cheung Street)
From the Hong Kong International Airport:
The Teaching Building at Chak Cheung Street is about 40 kilometers (25 miles) from the
Hong Kong International Airport. It is just next to the Hyatt Hotel Shatin

(Sign A : The Hong Kong Airport;
Sign B : The Teaching Building at Chak Cheung Street)
You may reach the conference venue from the Airport in any one of the three ways below:
1. By Taxi:
The fare is about US$40 from the Airport to the Conference venue and the trip takes
about 45 to 60 minutes. Many taxi drivers are not good at English, please show the
written Cantonese provided.

香港中文大學
澤祥街教學大樓
(沙田凱悅酒店側)

It writes:
"The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Teaching Building at Chak Cheung
Street (next to Hyatt Hotel Shatin)
No. 12, Chak Cheung Street, Shatin”

沙田澤祥街12號
If it is your first time to Hong Kong, we recommend you take the taxi.
2. By Airport Bus and then taxi:
• Take airport bus route number A41 from the Airport to the Sha Tin Train Station
(bus fare: about US$2.50). The bus runs from 06:00 to 24:00 at 20-minute
frequency. Sha Tin Train Station is not the terminal stop for the bus, but is the
first stop after a long tunnel. Also most passengers will get off at this stop. Ask
the driver where to get off if you are not sure. The bus ride is 45-60 minutes
depending on traffic.

沙田火車站
The above writes "Sha Tin Train Station" in Chinese.
•

After you get off the bus at Sha Tin Train Station, you will see that there is a Taxi
Stand just next to the bus stop. Take a taxi from there to the Conference venue.
The trip takes about 10 minutes and costs about US$9. The following texts may
help just in case.

香港中文大學
澤祥街教學大樓
(沙田凱悅酒店側)
沙田澤祥街12號

It writes:
"The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Teaching Building at Chak Cheung
Street (next to Hyatt Hotel Shatin)
No. 12, Chak Cheung Street, Shatin”

3. Airport Bus and then Train:
• Take airport bus route number A41 from the Airport to the Sha Tin Train Station
(bus fare: about US$2.50). The bus runs from 06:00 to 24:00 at 20-minute
frequency. Sha Tin Train Station is not the terminal stop for the bus, but is the
first stop after a long tunnel. Also most passengers will get off at this stop. Ask
the driver where to get off if you are not sure. The bus ride is 45-60 minutes
depending on traffic.

沙田火車站
"Sha Tin Train Station" in Chinese.
•

Then take the train from the Sha Tin Train Station to the University Train Station,
that's where the Chinese University is. The trains run every 5 to 10 minutes from
06:00 to 00:30. The train ride from the Sha Tin Train Station to the University
Train Station (two stations away) takes about 8 minutes (fare: about US$0.6).

•

At the University Station, go out at exit B. You can see the Conference venue at
your right-hand side. Just take 2 minutes walk, you will reach there.

From the Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Shatin:
The Conference venue is just next to the Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Shatin. Please refer
to the above map.

From the Royal Park Hotel, Shatin:

This hotel is located very near the Shatin Train Station. You can walk through the
shopping malls such as New Town Plaza Phase III and New Town Plaza to reach the
train station (about 10 to 15 min).
Then take the train from the Sha Tin Train Station to the University Train Station, that's
where the Chinese University is. The trains run every 5 to 10 minutes from 06:00 to
00:30. The train ride from the Sha Tin Train Station to the University Train Station (two
stations away) takes about 8 minutes (fare: about US$0.6).
At the University Station, go out at exit B. You can see the Conference venue at your
right-hand side. Just take 2 minutes walk, you will reach there.
If you take taxi from the hotel directly to the Conference venue, the cost is around
US$9.0. Many taxi drivers are not good at English, please show the written Cantonese
provided.

香港中文大學
澤祥街教學大樓
(沙田凱悅酒店側)
沙田澤祥街12號

It writes:
"The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Teaching Building at Chak Cheung
Street (next to Hyatt Hotel Shatin)
No. 12, Chak Cheung Street, Shatin”

From the Royal Plaza Hotel, Mongkok:
This hotel is located very near the Mong Kok East Train Station. You can walk through
the shopping mall Grand Century Place to reach the train station (about 15 min).

Then take the train from the Mongkok East Train Station to the University Train Station,
that's where the Chinese University is. The trains run every 5 to 10 minutes from 06:00 to
00:30. The train ride from the Mongkok East Train Station to the University Train Station
(five stations away) takes about 20 minutes (fare: about US$0.9).
At the University Station, go out at exit B. You can see the Conference venue at your
right-hand side. Just take 2 minutes walk, you will reach there.
If you take taxi from the hotel directly to the Conference venue, the cost is around
US$13-16.0 and the time is bout 30 min (or more) depending on the traffic conditions on
the road. Mongkok is in the city and there are always traffic jams. Many taxi drivers are
not good at English, please show the written Cantonese provided.

香港中文大學
澤祥街教學大樓
(沙田凱悅酒店側)
沙田澤祥街12號

It writes:
"The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Teaching Building at Chak Cheung
Street (next to Hyatt Hotel Shatin)
No. 12, Chak Cheung Street, Shatin”

